The University of Rochester Gay Liberation Front is dedicated to the ongoing struggle for gay equality and freedom. We seek liberation from our own fear, and the brutality and discrimination of the straight society.

Meetings are held every Sunday at 7:30 pm in the Todd Union Music Lounge, University of Rochester River Campus.

G. L. F meetings are open to everyone who believes in basic civil rights and human dignity for all.

THE WORLD IS NOT YET MADE RIGHT. LET'S MAKE IT TOGETHER. COME OUT.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

- The Gay Teacher's Caucus is concerned with the status and rights of gay teachers. NEA members wishing to join may do so by writing to: NEA Gay Teacher's Caucus, 32 Bridge St, Hackettson, New Jersey 07601.
- High School gays unified (HSQU) is an organization for male and female homosexual high school students and gays under 18 years of age. For info, write: HSQU, P.O. Box 217, Orchester Center Station, Boston, Mass 02116.
- The Brockport University Gay Freedom League meets every Tuesday evening, 7:30 pm in room 202 of the Student Union.
- UBFO Buffalo broadcasts a gay radio program, "Stormhill Nation", weekdays at 8-9 pm. UBFO is at 88.7 on the FM dial.
- Tickets for Jim's Hollowmen Party (Sunday 29 October) will be available at the bar, 123 Main Street, beginning at 10 am. Tickets go fast, and quantities are limited, so gay yours early if you plan to go.
- The Brockport Gay Film "Tuesday" will be shown on campus at the University Center at 8 pm. Check with the Gay Lib Activities Fair Booth Friday and Saturday.
- Consciousness Raising groups are being formed for the fall term. Call 275-6181 for more information, or to join.
- The GLF Legal Assistance Fund will pay for legal advice and representation. Information is available from our committee. You do not have to be a GLF member to take advantage of this service, nor is ability to pay a limiting factor.
- The GLF Educational Fund will pay for initial consultation with our lawyer for gay-related legal problems, when approved by our committee. You must not have been a GLF member to take advantage of this service.
- The Literary edition of the Empty Closet, published with delay, will probably be distributed on campus later this month. For inquiries, please call 275-6181.
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SPECIALIZING IN REPAIRS AND BURNS

and contrary to many people's idea, I would not bring them back. The Rochester would it bring people problems accepting my religion."

Another concern involved gay people from straight society. Several courses of action were suggested, all centered around reaching out to the churches in the area, talking with officials, setting up discussion forums, and displaying information about the churches.

DEPLORABLE APPEAL TO PLANK

The following signed letter, dated 13 July, was received by the GHP GHP:

"During the plank, I presented an appeal to the Democratic National Convention opposing minority Report and the Gay liberation plank. This appeal was prepared for me by a lawyer on the staff of the platform committee, of which I am a member. I opposed the plank for reasons of political expediency. The appeal I drew up was also to show the possible ramifications of the plank as a political issue. I was not aware that the speech would imply that homosexuals are child molesters.

I hereby apologize to all members of the Gay Liberation movement for any other implications which were derived from my speech. I wholeheartedly support the right of all individuals to privacy and equality in all areas with regard to sexual orientation.

I will do all in my power to urge SenatorMcDuffie to publicly repudiate the statement as prepared by the platform committee and to publicly reaffirm his support for Gay civil rights."

(aimed) Kathleen A. W

BUFFALO, NY: Activist Party member Panford served a summons to flee in conjunction with an attack on the Gay Liberation Front. The four men were arrested in the Byron Baths on "disorderly conduct" charges; the other city received their instruments of torture, stayed in the right lane of the road; walk two abreast; follow the marshals' instructions.

...Raising our flag and shouting, first down spadina Avenue, the heart of Toronto's Gay paradise. "Join us! Join us!"

The weather was mild, we were in a good mood, and the people along the way were in a good mood as well. On speaking, we were made "HH" signs with their hands, and one young man ran down a side street, "Gay boy! Gay boy!"

We then turned up Collier Avenue on our way to the Proven- tional Capitol building.

Arriving at the Proven- tional Capitol building a GHP speaker read the statement of Canadians for their rights. He read out a proposal for a change in Canada's immigration laws. (Although homosexual acts among consenting adults are legal in Canada, it is illegal for gays to immigrate into Canada.)

The marchers went to Collier Avenue, a wide street divided by flowers, green lawns, and memorials and lined with modern high-rise buildings.

There was no trouble, there was the GLOBE AND MAIL building, home of Toronto's largest newspaper.

Our last destination was the GLOBE AND MAIL building, home of Toronto's largest newspaper. This paper had recently run a series of anti-gay articles.

On the final day of the march, the marchers began marching, Madame Davis spoke of the continuity struggle for gay rights. President Kirk McDonald spoke about the new march that some people have recently. Others spoke of the cabinet ministers and Members of Parliament who have called "Out of your closets and into the streets!"

The marchers turned through the Plaza to the town hall chanting. Janine Loring, a GHP organizer, acted as GHP. Said Janine: "We're here because we're queer! We're here because we're here because..." I never liked the word queer before, but here I was with my gay brothers and sisters, and the Canadians and tourists proclaiming our queerness. And I was apolo- gizing for a GHP or my friends. Join us, Join us."

---Bruce Jewell

BUFFALO, NY: For the first time, the Buffalo News ran an article entitled "Mattsachine" by MATT machine society, convinced that the whole society needed to be before the News tried to meet with managing editor Murray Light. He would not meet with us.

Letters were sent to 25 executive letters at the large companies asking them to remove their barriers to our organization.

No response. All that entered into the building were given leaflets titled: "In Murray Light Keeping Headlines in The Buffalo News was an attempt to set up and assure that our pets would be treated fairly in the Buffalo Avenue News in the future.
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